EXHIBIT OVERVIEW

**Big Idea**
The characters of the DC Universe are iconic symbols of teamwork, self-discovery, strength, and justice that inspire us to be more than we are, and do more than we thought we could.

**Main Messages**
- When we combine our strengths and help to compensate for each other’s weaknesses, we can overcome our obstacles together.
- When we challenge ourselves mentally and physically, we can gain new skills and learn more about ourselves.
- Real superheroes put the needs of others ahead of their own.
- The DC Universe has inspired generations of kids and grownups to be more like superheroes in real life.

EXHIBIT AREAS

**Entry**
Welcome to the entry area, where you will encounter life size 2D figures of BATMAN™, SUPERMAN™ and WONDER WOMAN™ and learn about the heroic deeds of the JUSTICE LEAGUE™. Find out which Justice League superhero matches your personality at the quiz kiosk. Put on capes and pose for memorable photos with the iconic heroes, as you prepare to discover your superpowers and do more than you ever thought possible!
HALL OF JUSTICE™ (featuring SUPERMAN™ and SUPERGIRL™)
Step into the Hall of Justice – superhero headquarters! Read a welcoming message from Superman and learn about all the superheroes fighting for good. Play the Crisis Scanner game to see what supervillains may be causing trouble in the streets and deploy the best superhero to stop them. Answer the call – listen to messages from different superheroes in the Phone Bank, and get started fighting crime as a family!
Streets of GOTHAM CITY™ (featuring BATMAN™ and ROBIN™)
THE JOKER™ has sabotaged the BAT SIGNAL™! Solve a series of puzzles to get it working again. His supervillain crew has hidden clues throughout the city—look for clues at THE RIDDLER™’s brazen Bank robbery, CATWOMAN™’s daring heist in the Jewelry Store, and POISON IVY™’s thievery in the Flower Shop. Your whole family will need to work together to repair a broken necklace and identify an artificial orchid. Once you have the clues, type them into the Police Station keypad to restore the Bat Signal to the skies of Gotham City!

The Children’s Museum of Indianapolis
S.T.A.R. LABS™ (featuring THE FLASH™ and GREEN LANTERN™)
Now that you’ve started your fight against evil, enter S.T.A.R. Labs and begin your superhero training. Test your reflexes and focus in Green Lantern’s Circuit Challenge and crack the code. Are you as fast as The Flash? See if you can tap into the Speed Force in a S.T.A.R. Labs simulator! You’ll need to be in top shape to protect the city.
The Docks (featuring AQUAMAN™ and CYBORG™)
There’s still danger to be found at the Docks. Peer into the depths to find BLACK MANTA™’s secret base and destroy it with the help of Cyborg. Work as a team to protect the city’s ocean habitats, rescue a stranded dolphin, and test your balance skills with Aquaman’s sea turtles and flying fish to cross the water to safety.

The Museum of Ancient History (featuring WONDER WOMAN™ and BATGIRL™)
THE CHEETAH™ has struck again – this time, she’s rigged the security system at the Museum. Navigate the laser maze to follow Batgirl across the gallery and out the back door of the Museum. Once in the alleyway, help Wonder Woman pursue The Cheetah in a motion-sensing video game—use bracelets and a lasso, just like the amazing Amazon princess, to block attacks and pick up priceless museum artifacts as The Cheetah flees. Once Wonder Woman nabs the villain, check your score and see how far your super-skills have progressed!